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ABSTRAK

This paper entitled Love Need and Esteem need experienced by the main character in Maxim Gorky`s One Autumn Night is the result of study
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**ABSTRACT**

This paper, entitled `love Need and self Esteem need experienced by the main character in Maxim Gorky`s One Autumn Night` is the result of study. This study aimed ad describing Intrinsic elements and extrinsic elements of One Autumn Night. Library research method was applied in this research. In analyzing the date, structural approach was used to scrutinize the intrinsic elements such as character, conflict, setting, plot, while psychology approach was used to examine extrinsic elements such love need and self esteem need. The results show that the character of `One Autumn Night` underwent changes. They shows round character especially first character He is a person who likes to grumble and smug. The conflict influence the climax position. In One Autumn Night, it is found when main character has to face two problem such as Nathasa`s words and nature condition. This short story has three kinds of settings such are setting of time, setting of place, setting of social. In term of psychological aspect, love need and self esteem are also revealed. It shows when the main character need love because he feels lonely.
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